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ABSTRACT 

This study focuses on a model for reengineering and optimization of legacy file 
database which are in decay and have faced mutilation in most institutions and 
organizations in Nigeria. The model provides a systematic method to optimize a 
legacy file using open source database management system software which 
transforms the optimized data into digital format which now can be migrated using 
a designed network platform on a fiber optics backbone. This study is therefore 
necessitated by the need to find solution to the increasing internal stock of decaying 
files of institutions and so many organizations which should have been used to 
provide services and payments which have become constraining factor to economic 
growth of this nation. Another purpose of this project is to help a growing company 
reform their static information system to a dynamic system compatible with 
growth. In this thesis, I employed the Pattern Generic approach of database 
optimization and strategies which proposes elaborate migration workflow for this 
research. The patterns provide ample literature on the legacy file system 
optimization and migrations. It enables and facilitates the migration of relational 
database system by open source software to object oriented database management 
system. The digitalized data now can be migrated from the base station office to the 
distribution stations and accessed as specified in my design. Based on this fact 
Pattern Bridge the large semantic gap between the new object model and the legacy 
database model which exists when optimizing existing legacy database system or 
constructing a new one on top of relational data base. I recommend pattern database 
optimization to resolve this mismatch.  It is able to control all optimized new open 
source databases, improve the management of the database and readily make data 
available for migration This research is therefore of significance as it has developed 
a model which can be used to optimize legacy file system which are in static state 
to dynamic states and in digitalized format which before now impacted negatively 
on our economic growth. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Many companies that are growing will have the same problem: 

Their data system is not sufficient for their needs. Due to their 

insufficient system, they will need to do a reengineering process. 

Why use patterns in the solution of a reengineering project? 

“Design patterns are generic solutions to recurring design 

problems” [Alex, B et al, 2010]. Pattern is a model or way, in 

which something happens, moves, develops or is arranged. 

Behavior is a way of acting or functioning. Thus, we can infer from 

the above that behavior pattern in computing is the way things 

are happening in the various sectors of computing discipline 

and/or how the various sectors have developed or are developing 

over time.(Uwadia, C.O. 1994). 

All the people can do a reengineering project following their own 

rules, but it would be a good idea to follow the same patters 

because we can learn from the people that did similar projects in 

the past. 

We can think that a pattern is only related to an Object – 

Orientated language but this is a mistake. A pattern is a generic 

solution and for this reason can be adapted or modified to achieve 

our goals. And this is exactly what the project is about. Adapt and 

modify the patterns to solve the Company problem of the legacy 

system. For example in this project we will work from the 

software migration view and go into also how to properly handle 

company relations and how the work must be done. 
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1.1  BACKGROUND. 

Reengineering in database optimization is a process of extracting 

hidden relationships in legacy system file maker database and 

using the pattern recognition in data method in optimization of 

the record and delivering results and using the network driven 

platforms to migrate the database that can either be utilized in an 

automated decision support system or easily assessed from 

internet by a human analyst or by the client. Reengineering is 

also transforming of data from one format to another 

 

Pattern recognition evolved as a branch of data mining and 

knowledge discovery (DM-KDD) in database-which is an 

automated process of extracting hidden relationship and patterns 

in data and delivering results, has been a tremendous tool. 

Nowadays, large and medium-range organization generates and 

manages big volume of data, some ranging in tetra bytes and 

most of these databases are in file maker online data collection 

from internet and the widespread use of database technology 

contributes to the increase in size of these database. Human 

analysts and staff in these organizations find it difficult contending 

with these data to be able to extract useful information from them 

this therefore, creates an immense need to develop system and 

method that will help build, automate and migrate the hidden 

predictive information from this huge volume of data without 

much difficulty. 
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This is how pattern recognition on specific method of database 

optimization and migration of data mining and knowledge 

discovery came about (DM software, 2000). 

 

Database optimization and migration has made significant in 

organization, businesses and industries. It is used to reduce costs, 

enhance research and create reach to available services. It is 

used in all phase of customer relations management (CRM), 

including getting new customers, increasing revenue from existing 

customers and retaining good customers and providing good 

services (Alex, b et al, 1999). 

 

Decision makers need first, reliable and interpretable analysis of 

multivariance, heterogeneous and distributed data in order to 

constantly and consistently assess the performance of systems 

through open source created by patterns such as MYSQL. 

 

1.2  MOTIVATION. 

Many organizations have rich and huge database records which 

are in legacy system file maker that are uncoordinated and cannot 

be easily accessed normally. The challenges are not only on high 

data volume which is always in gigabytes, but also on the absence 

of simple open  source process for extracting useful information 

from them. This therefore motivated me to research on 

developing an open source database optimization and migration 

process that provides fast access to useful information and 

services from huge databases. Therefore companies and big 
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organization needs to reengineer their software for the following 

reasons:- 

- Improved performance: The Company is growing and they 

need to add information and delete unnecessary fields. 

- To earn money: to access information in file maker fees 

have to be paid for the program. But when the database in 

migrated to open technology software like MYSQL in this 

case they would not have to pay fees anymore. 

- To improve mobility: for the moment, the database is with 

file maker and only can be used in one office but because the 

organization and companies have other branch offices and 

subsequently open new offices, and for this reason they need 

to migrate the software from static software (file maker) to 

dynamic software (MYSQL) which will be used in all the 

offices at the same time. 

- Security reasons: Database in file maker is always in the 

headquarters and these do not provide enough security 

copies. It is more secure to have the database in a server 

outside the headquarters. 

- Reduce human dependencies: because the database will 

be linked with the website, there will be no need for 

interpersonal communication 

 

1.3 PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Why do the organizations and companies need to reengineer their 

system? It is very necessary these days that Reengineering in 

databases optimization be consistently carried. It is also very 
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important that repository database be conveniently and easily 

accessed, but the facts are; 

 In some cases the information contained in the database are 

undervalued and under utilized because the data are not 

optimized and can not be easily accessed or analyzed. 

 The databases have grown so large that even the system 

administrators and clients do not know what information 

might be represented or how relevant they might be to the 

problem statement and how to access information if not 

through direct contact. 

 Large organizations or Government have devoted 

tremendous amount of resources to construction and 

maintaining large information databases over recent 

decades. Reengineering in database optimization and 

migration though strives to solve the above problem; generic 

pattern recognition tool is designed for a particular need in a 

particular organization or business. There are no generic 

tools that will mine all types of databases. 

 To keep information and future profile 

 All the information in a legacy system is valuable and has to 

be kept. 

 

1.4  OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

The objective of this project/research is to adapt and modify 

patterns scenario to solve company and organization problem of 

legacy system. The developed system with the help of these 

adapted patterns will completely do the migration process to 

achieve the following. 
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 To asses the applicability and usefulness of the “modified 

patterns” used in the migration project for the companies 

and organizations. 

 To measure the source of the optimization and migration 

using adapted patterns this will help to solve the 

organization problem and some similar migration problems. 

 To develop an optimized database model to facilitate 

migration 

 Design a wireless platform for interfacing database and 

migration. 

 Design a special and predictive algorithm for database 

optimization and migration and then. 

 Identify further areas of research for usefulness of database 

optimization. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1  GENERAL OVERVIEW 

Large volumes of database has pose Herculean task of extracting 

useful information from legacy systems and other repositories 

hence calls for computerized approaches. Since datasets have 

grown in sizes and complexity, there is a paradigm shift from the 

direct manual data analysis to indirect automatic data analysis 

using more computer and sophisticated tools (Thearting, 2007). 

Modern techniques in computers and networks have made data 

collection, storage and migration much easier. However, the 

captured data needs to be converted into information accessible 

through open source. 

Database optimization is the entire process of applying computer-

based methods for discovering and for the seamless integration of 

objects-oriented application and data persistence.  

Optimization is the process of finding the best solution to some 

problems where, “best” accords to prestated criteria. The word is 

used in a number of contests. 

1. In mathematics the word is generally used to describe the 

theory and practice of maximizing, or minimizing a function 

known as an objective function of several variables to may 

be subject to a set of constraints. Optimization processes are 

widespread in control theory, chemical engineering and 

many other fields. 
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2. In programming, the word is usual applied to part of code 

generation phases of a compiler, denoting production of 

object code that is in some sense optimal. Compile 

optimization is usually directed towards generating efficient 

programs and test three forms; global optimization, register 

optimization and local optimization. (Oxford Dictionary of 

computer, 2006).  

When reengineering existing application or constructing new ones 

on top of relational databases, a large semantic gap between the 

new object model and the legacy databases model must still be 

bridged, the whole process is database optimization. 

Data migration is the process of moving and restructuring data 

from an existing system to the (ERP) enterprise resource planning 

system. Migration is critical to implementation success and 

requires significant planning. Unfortunately since migration is one 

the final activities before the production phase, it often receives 

insufficient attention. Expert finding states the following steps can 

structure migration planning: 

 identify the data to be migrated 

 Determine migration timing 

 Generate the data template 

 Freeze the tool set 

 Decide on migration related setups 

 Define data archiving policies and procedure 

The term Migration as used in the sense of the Oxford English 

Dictionary’s Definition is ”The process of changing from the use of 

one platform, environment, IT system, etc., to another, especially 

in such a way as to avoid interruptions in service.” 
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Closely connected to migration is the subject of re-engineering 

“The examination and modification of a system to reconstitute it 

in a new form and the subsequent implementation of the new 

form.” [FOLDOC]. But while re-engineering might lead to 

complete re-development, even of keeping all of the former 

platform(s), migration tends to avoid re-development in favor of 

re-usage [Bisbal J, Lawless D, Wu B and Grimson J, 1999]. 

The rise of Open Source software in the last decade led to 

migrations on all levels of the enterprise software stack: file 

servers, desktop environments, operating systems, to name only 

a few1. Database management systems are raring to go, with the 

popular MySQL and Postgre SQL growing and providing 

enterprise-level features, while new choices  is evolve by the open 

sourcing of former closed source databases like Ingres, Firebird 

and Max DB (SAP DB). 

Migration is not at all a new topic in the scientific domain. 

Software engineering research provides methods and frameworks 

for describing, analyzing and implementing migration as a part of 

the software lifecycle. This also holds for database management 

systems (DBMS). This thesis provides a process model for Open 

Source database migration. The path from the source system (a 

currently used closed source database management system) to 

the target system (an equivalent Open Source DBMS) will be 

mapped. This involves decomposing the database system into 

separate parts (“records”) which are to be analyzed, extracted 

(from the old system), converted and loaded (into the new 

system). The proposed migration workflow aims to be as generic 

as possible, to be easily adapted to real life scenarios. 
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Data migration is the process of transferring data between 

storage types, formats, or computer systems. Data migration is 

usually performed programmatically to achieve an automated 

migration, freeing up human resources from tedious tasks. It is 

required when organizations or individuals change computer 

systems or upgrade to new systems, or when systems merge 

(such as when the organizations that use them undergo a merger 

or takeover). 

To achieve an effective data migration procedure, data on the old 

system is mapped to the new system providing a design for data 

extraction and data loading. The design relates old data formats 

to the new system's formats and requirements. Programmatic 

data migration may involve many phases but it minimally includes 

data extraction where data is read from the old system and data 

loading where data is written to the new system. 

If a decision has been made to provide a set input file 

specification for loading data onto the target system, this allows a 

pre-load 'data validation' step to be put in place, interrupting the 

standard E(T)L process. Such a data validation process can be 

designed to interrogate the data to be transferred, to ensure that 

it meets the predefined criteria of the target environment, and the 

input file specification. An alternative strategy is to have on-the-

fly data validation occurring at the point of loading, which can be 

designed to report on load rejection errors as the load progresses. 

However, in the event that the extracted and transformed data 

elements are highly 'integrated' with one another, and the 
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presence of all extracted data in the target system is essential to 

system functionality, this strategy can have detrimental, and not 

easily quantifiable effects. 

After loading into the new system, results are subjected to data 

verification to determine whether data was accurately translated, 

is complete, and supports processes in the new system. During 

verification, there may be a need for a parallel run of both 

systems to identify areas of disparity and forestall erroneous data 

loss. 

Automated and manual data cleaning is commonly performed in 

migration to improve data quality, eliminate redundant or 

obsolete information, and match the requirements of the new 

system. 

Data migration phases (design, extraction, cleansing, load, 

verification) for applications of moderate to high complexity are 

commonly repeated several times before the new system is 

deployed. 

2.2  DATABASE OPTIMIZATION AND MIGRATION 

GENEALOGY 

The presence of new technologies like the World Wide Web, E-

commerce or data warehousing is a key argument for many 

companies to reengineer legacy information systems [Umar, 

2010]. Now that the object-oriented method is prevailing in 

modern software development, almost all components of new 

information systems are developed within an object-oriented 
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software engineering life cycle. The notable exception is in many 

cases the (relational or even hierarchical) and database 

component. Many organizations still principally refrain from using 

object-oriented database management systems (OODBMS), for 

reasons which are beyond the scope of this paper. Other 

organizations are willing to give OODBMS a try, but then require 

the existing relational data to be available in the object-oriented 

database system (OODBS). 

This requirement raises the research problem of how to convert 

schemas and databases stored in an existing (relational) database 

system into those of an OODBS. To that end, mainly hybrid 

approaches such as object-oriented views over relational schemas 

have been proposed, but these do not resolve the data model 

mismatch, and the required conversions at runtime lead to 

performance degradations.  

Database technology is a keystone for building information 

systems. Most companies are gasping not only with one, but 

several database management systems such as hierarchical, 

network or relational; eventually, they may wish to experiment 

with object-oriented database systems. In practice, the variety of 

database systems leads to severe problems: end-users must train 

with several database descriptions and different repositioning 

tools. (Rodgers 1989). A few promising database migration 

strategies already exist which can protect the investment of 

present information systems and avoid the effort and risk involved 

in converting databases and applications.  
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2.3 DEFINITION OF REENGINEERING IN DATABASE 

OPTIMIZATION AND  MIGRATION 

”Data re-engineering can be paraphrased as the sum of all 

activities that are necessary to get an understanding of the 

syntactical and semantical aspects of the data of an application 

system which are needed to adapt it to a new environment as well 

as the actual processing of these adoptions.” [Aebi, 2007]. 

Data re-engineering is one of the central steps in database 

migration, and the most underestimated. In many companies, 

data is one of the most important assets. It is accumulated or 

generated over time, and it is not easy to replicate, substitute or 

just buy elsewhere. Often, the lifetime of data is much longer 

than the hardware and software it is stored on. These 

circumstances may require migrating the data and the semantics 

(constraints, defaults etc.) attached to it in many contexts, not 

only with regard to database migration. 

 

2.4 DATABASE OPTIMIZATION AND MIGRATION 

TECHNIQUES 

The big question is “how is database optimization and migration 

able to optimize, extract and migrate to open source of hidden or 

stagnant file maker not previously known”? The technique that 

would be used to perform these feats in this research is the 

Patterns. Patterns are simply a generic solution to persistent 

design problems. Like data mining technique which uses modeling 

, patterns is simply the act of building a model  in one situation 

where one knows the file maker and then applying it to another 

situation that one don’t now to build an open source. 
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An important function of Patterns is the building of model. The 

migration of the database management system software is rather 

straightforward compared to the other parts of the projects. It 

falls into five parts: 

 

1. Analyze features and configuration of the source system. Make 

sure to extract the features that are actually used. There will be 

no need to extract all that will not be needed by the current 

setup. Configuration may include e.g. locales or multiprocessor 

usage. 

2. Choose Open Source database management system based on 

the analysis of step 1 and the evaluation in chapter 2 of this 

thesis. 

3. Devise mappings for the source system’s configuration onto the 

target system’s features. 

4. Install the system; configure it based on the mappings of step 

3. 

5. Validate the working of the database management system by 

using test databases and tools provided by the vendor (Computer 

Associates, MySQL AB, and SAP) or community (Firebird, 

PostgreSQL). There are lots of modeling techniques usually 

derived from statistics and machine learning. Most of the 

techniques are grouped under: 

* Classification (Predictive) 

* Regression (Predictive) 

* Clustering (Descriptive) 

* Associative Rule Discovering (Descriptive) 

* Sequential Pattern Discovery (Descriptive).  
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Patterns recovery model uses classification and Sequential Pattern 

Discovery to find the best –fit model. There is no best model. 

[Witten, 2008]. 

 

2.4.1 PATTERNS TECHNIQUES 

Patterns techniques employs mostly classification and clustering 

techniques which involves predicting the value of an attribute (the 

class) based on the values of other attributes ( the predicting 

attributes).Data mining creates classification models by examining 

already classified data (cases) and inductively finding a predictive 

pattern [Buntine,1993]. Pattern technique steps would include but 

not limited to (N/b diagram): 

1. Setting Direction 

In this chapter, the reengineering project can be started. This chapter 

contains the important project priorities and describes the line that it has to 

follow. 

For example, the management direction will want to be more 

competitive in the market and the reduce maintenance costs as 

well. Users and workers want easy functionality, and developers 

want an easy job. 

Setting Direction is a group of patterns that are going to help to 

find out: Where to start the project? Which problems focus on 

first? Who is our target group? 

In the following patterns these questions will be solved. 

2. Agree on Maxims: 

Pattern purpose: “Establish the key priorities for the project and 

identify guiding principles that will help the team to stay on 

track.”  
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3. Pattern application in the project: 

In this point the key priorities of the project have to be defined. 

 Analyze the legacy system. 

 Discard the unnecessary fields. 

 To migrate the system to open technology. 

 Add new classes. 

 Optimize the searches. 

The purpose of this pattern in the project is to have a general idea 

of all the important principles that have to be followed correctly in 

order for the project to be successful. 

 

4. Most Valuable First: 

Pattern purpose: 

The title of this pattern is the answer to the question of which 

problems focus on first. The most valuable problems have to be 

focus on first. 

The difference between what the customer thinks is important and 

what we think is valuable have to be separate. We should start 

with the main problems that affect the customers. 

The difficulty in this pattern is defined by answering who is my 

customer and what is valuable. 

5. Pattern application in the project: 

The first meeting with the company was focused on this point. It 

is important to speak with the company workers directly. 

The company would only want an easy platform, easy to use. 

After that it will be ideal to speak with the company project 

supervisor and the most valuable point for him will be not to lose 

anything kept in the database. The company supervisor stated 
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that all the fields are important regardless whether we think that 

some data is irrelevant for the new system or not. They did not 

put any restriction on how to do the migration only that the old 

information must appear in the new system. 

6. Pattern evaluation: 

This pattern is valuable because it helps understand the main 

problems from the company's point of view and this will help us 

have a better final product. The company may not always be an 

expert in this field and for this reason sometimes this pattern 

does not have as much importance. Then we should advise the 

company in order to help them to realize what the main problems 

are. 

“If it has no problem, don’t fix it” 

Pattern purpose: 

This pattern talks about which parts of the old system have to be 

reengineered and which we did not have to touch. 

“We should fix problems not symptoms and if it is not broke, do 

not fix it”. 

Pattern problem evaluation: 

It is pertinent to show the company how to they should fix 

problems and problem symptoms, of course that the problems 

have to be solved but the symptoms over looked is disagreeable 

because one symptom in the future can become a problem or a 

big problem later. 

I agree in the sentences that ‘if it has no problem, do not 

fix it’. But I would like to add: if the company has a bad design or 

structure please fix that first. This is the case of many Companies 
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they have a bad database design, which we can see in the 

following chapters. 

7.  Keep it Simple: 

Pattern purpose: “Do the simplest thing that will work”  

This is a short sentence but explains everything. The best way is 

to use simple solutions, which will produce an excellent product. 

Pattern evaluation: 

If we take simple solutions to solve a big problem this solution 

can be analyzed for the customers faster and easier. On the other 

hand, if we take complex solutions it will be harder to fix if 

something is wrong. 

8.  Organize a successful meeting 

Pattern purpose: 

The reason for this pattern is to know how to organize an 

excellent meeting with the company. There are seven steps to 

hold a successful meeting: 

Organization: Never suddenly call a meeting. Notice should be 

given at least one day in advance, unless it is an urgent meeting 

that could not be avoided. 

The meeting should last about thirty minutes and should focus on 

treating a single topic if there must be two topics, thirty minutes 

should be added. It is not good practice to hold meetings with a 

lot of topics to work with. 

Be on time. The meeting has to start on time and end on time. 

Participation: Include only the people that are affected or 

interested in the topic of the meeting and never let a person send 

a replacement if he/she is important for the meeting. 
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Preparation: Never do a meeting without having prepared. The 

preliminary arrangements can determine the success of a 

meeting. 

The meeting room should be well lit and ventilated and away from 

distractions. In addition try to avoid interruptions like cell phones 

or other types of communication devices. 

Presentation: Those who will attend the meeting have to feel 

comfortable. And we should be honest. Begin the discussion topic 

in a practical way to engage all the participants. Start by 

introducing the topic and say in simple words what the meeting is 

about. 

Technical discussions: Encourage the group to exchange different 

point of views. 

Ask questions that cannot be answered by “yes” or “no”. 

Encourage group members to think individually or collectively, 

and then let them talk and ask questions. 

According to the group: It is important for the group to agree with 

the improving tasks assigned and finally write down all the 

suggestions. 

Monitoring: Summarize what was discussed to the attendees, do a 

brief review on what has been working and make a decision and 

then apply the decision. 

Pattern application in the project: 

These ideas have been used every time that we held a meeting 

with the company. 
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Pattern evaluation: 

We did not use all the steps from this pattern, for this reason the 

applicability of this pattern was low but we considered it good 

practice to apply all of them. 

After we know how to start the project and we have a clear idea 

of the project priorities, is time to continue with the overview of 

the legacy system. In the following chapters we will explain the 

guideline that the reengineering project will have. 

 

2.4.2 REVERSE ENGINEERING TECHNIQUES 

             Analysis, Reverse Engineering 

The first step on the migration path is a thorough analysis of the 

source system. This is done by database reverse engineering. 

Reverse engineering in general is defined as: ”The process of 

analyzing a system’s code, documentation, and behavior to 

identify its current components and their dependencies to extract 

and create system abstractions and design information. The 

subject system is not altered; however, additional knowledge 

about the system is produced.” [Seiglo, 2007]. 

The technique is widely known with respect to software reverse 

engineering. For data and database reverse engineering the main 

basis of information is not code, but the data dictionary and DDL 

(data definition language) sources. Database Reverse Engineering 

deals with the tasks of understanding databases and extracting 

their design specifications domain semantics [PDJS, IEE04]. It is 

also defined as:”A process of abstracting database design and 

representing it in a higher level of abstraction.” [LH96] 
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As seen in this definition, database reverse engineering is often 

used synonymous with reverse engineering the data structure and 

the schema. This view underestimates or excludes the task of 

data reverse engineering as well as the database’s environment: 

client applications and SQL code, tools, user administration, 

security policies, tuning efforts. In this thesis I will define reverse 

engineering as a methodology to analyze all of the database 

system’s components and gain a 

deeper understanding of their internals, semantics and relations. 

 

Database Reverse Engineering starts with gathering data on the 

system. One should access the following resources: 

 Screens and forms 

 Reports 

 Data dictionaries 

 DDL and DML code 

 Views 

 Sub schemas 

 Procedures 

 The data itself 

 Table and column comments 

 Repositories 

 Program sources 

 Interfaces 

 Configurations 

 Environment variables 

 Manuals 

 Documentation 
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 The system’s history (error logs, change orders, bug reports) 

 interviewing system experts (developers, maintainers, users) 

 Observation of the operational system’s behavior 

Also one has to take into account interactions with external 

systems and resources, analysis of workflows and business 

processes. 

Based on analysis of these sources, one has to identify the 

volume of data to be converted, extract the current data structure 

as well as relations between data and the system’s procedural 

components (“architecture recovery”) and complete and update 

documentation. 

After analysis, reusable components and redundancies have to be 

identified, keeping or adapting the first while discarding the latter. 

One will end up with several views on the system which then have 

to be integrated to get an abstract picture of the whole 

environment. 

Summary Database reverse engineering provides a valuable 

analysis toolkit and points to useful resources inside and outside 

the system that have to be examined and questioned. I will refer 

to this methodology in the next sections when discussing the 

analysis of the database system assets, starting with the database 

management system software. 

Schema reverse engineering as mentioned in the academic 

literature is composed of schema extraction, schema 

conceptualization and schema mapping. Thus it combines the 

analysis and design phase. Analysis, the academic literature refers 

to the process of schema analysis as ”schema extraction”. It aims 

at recovering the complete logical schema including all the explicit 
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and implicit structures and constraints. Schema extraction may 

start simple with analyzing a schema dump in DDL SQL. 

Unfortunately, this dump will only contain the explicitly declared 

constructs. Extracting the implicit structures (“schema 

refinement”) is the sophisticated part of the analysis. Other 

sources of information are  

the applications and the data itself. More often than not, the 

schemas will be neither complete nor well-documented or 

perfectly designed. 

 

2.4.3 DEMO TECHNIQUES 

Interviews during a Demo 

Pattern purpose: 

This pattern consists of seeing when the workers are doing their 

normal job and ask some appropriate questions to understand 

how the system works and start understanding what they want 

from the new system. 

Pattern evaluation: 

For this pattern it is important to do this because it helps to 

increase our credibility. If we do a good interview properly asking 

questions, it shows the interviewee that we have a genuine 

interest in their opinions. 

During the first meetings; one of the workers told me: “We do not 

need anything, this software works perfectly” and I was a bit 

afraid, but after an interview during a demo both realized that this 

was not true, as we found some errors. After a while she told me 

that she was scared about the new system. She was concerned 

about whether she would need a lot of training to know how it 
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works, because she does not have a lot of computer knowledge 

and thought that her job was in danger. I assured her that with 

the new system her job would be simpler rather than more 

complex. 

 

Pattern application in the project: 

In this application several meetings is imperative in which there 

will be at least two presentations with all the fields. Here 

questions will be  asked which information is important to keep for 

the new system and these are the main results. 

2.5 CATEGORIES OF MIGRATION AND DATABASE 

OPTIMIZATION 

Categories: 

Data is stored on various media in files or databases, and is 

generated and consumed by software applications which in turn 

support business processes. The need to transfer and convert 

data can be driven by multiple business requirements and the 

approach taken to the migration depends on those requirements. 

Four major migration categories are proposed on this basis. 

Storage migration 

A business may choose to rationalize the physical media to take 

advantage of more efficient storage technologies. This will result 

in having to move physical blocks of data from one tape or disk to 

another, often using virtualization techniques. The data format 

and content itself will not usually be changed in the process and 
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can normally be achieved with minimal or no impact to the layers 

above. 

Database migration 

Similarly, it may be necessary to move from one database vendor 

to another, or to upgrade the version of database software being 

used. The latter case is less likely to require a physical data 

migration, but this can happen with major upgrades. In these 

cases a physical transformation process may be required since the 

underlying data format can change significantly. This may or may 

not affect behaviour in the applications layer, depending largely 

on whether the data manipulation language or protocol has 

changed – but modern applications are written to be agnostic to 

the database technology so that a change from Sybase, MySQL, 

DB2 or SQL Server to Oracle should only require a testing cycle to 

be confident that both functional and non-functional performance 

has not been adversely affected. 

Application migration 

Changing application vendor – for instance a new CRM or ERP 

platform – will inevitably involve substantial transformation as 

almost every application or suite operates on its own specific data 

model. Further, to allow the application to be sold to the widest 

possible market, commercial off-the-shelf packages are generally 

configured for each customer using metadata. Application 

programming interfaces (APIs) are supplied to protect the 

integrity of the data they have to handle. Use of the API is 
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normally a condition of the software warranty, although a waiver 

may be allowed if the vendor's own or certified partner 

professional services and all tools are used. 

Business process migration 

Business processes operate through a combination of human and 

application systems actions, often orchestrated by business 

process management tools. When these change they can require 

the movement of data from one store, database or application to 

another to reflect the changes to the organization and information 

about customers, products and operations. Examples of such 

migration drivers are mergers and acquisitions, business 

optimization and reorganization to attack new markets or respond 

to competitive threat. 

The first two categories of migration are usually routine 

operational activities that the IT department takes care of without 

the involvement of the rest of the business. The last two 

categories directly affect the operational users of processes and 

applications, are necessarily complex, and delivering them without 

significant business downtime can be challenging. A highly 

adaptive approach, concurrent synchronization, a business-

oriented audit capability and clear visibility of the migration for 

stakeholders, are likely to be key requirements in such 

migrations. 
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Categories of Database optimization process: Data 

Integration, Extract, Transform, Load 

Further, it is helpful to distinguish between data migration and 

data integration activities. Data migration is generally the term 

used to describe a project where data will be moved or copied 

from one environment to another, and removed or 

decommissioned in the source. During the migration (which can 

take place over months or even years), data can flow in multiple 

directions, and there may be multiple migrations taking place 

simultaneously. The Extract, transform, load actions will be 

necessary, although the means of achieving these may not be 

those traditionally associated with the ETL acronym. 

Data integration by contrast is a permanent part of the IT 

architecture, and is responsible for the way data flows between 

the various applications and data stores - and is a process rather 

than a project activity. Standard ETL technologies designed to 

supply data from operational systems to data warehouses would 

fit within the latter category. 

Migration as a form of digital preservation 

Migration, which focuses on the digital object itself, is the act of 

transferring, or rewriting data from an out-of-date medium to a 

current medium and has for many years been considered the only 

viable approach to long-term preservation of digital objects. [1] 

Reproducing brittle newspapers onto microfilm is an example of 

such migration. 
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2.6 ANALYZING AND MODELING DATABASE 

OPTIMIZATION AND  MIGRATION 

Methods for analyzing and modeling data (base) optimization and 

migration are rooted to learning process. Learning in database 

mining and migration is a practical way of getting knowledge of 

the data. It is a practical way of finding and describing the 

structural patterns of the data for helping to explain the data and 

make prediction from it. The method is divided into two types: 

supervised and unsupervised learning. 

Supervised Learning: 

Supervise learning requires input data that has both predictor 

(independent) variables and a target (dependent) variable whose 

value is to be estimated. This process learns how to model 

(predict) the value of the target variable based on the predictor 

variables. Regression analysis decision trees and neural networks 

are good examples of supervised learning. If the goal of an 

analysis is to predict the value of some variable, then supervised 

learning is the most appropriate approach [Xingquan, 2007]. 

 

Unsupervised Learning:  

Supervised learning does not identify a target (dependent) 

variable, but rather treats all of the variables equally. The case 

here is not to predict the value of a variable but rather to look for 

patterns, groupings or other ways to characterize the data that 

may lead to understanding of the way the data interrelates. 

Cluster analysis, correlation, factor analysis and statistical 

measures are examples of unsupervised learning. 
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2.7 DATABASE MINING AND THE MIGRATION PROCESSES 

Like data mining process, database optimization and the 

migration process, follow systematic approach to accomplish 

successful building of database and the essential required 

migration. One important process model discovered is the CROSS-

INDUSTRY STANDARD PROCESS for data mining which is 

employed in optimization and used in migration. CRISP-DM IS 

becoming a globally accepted process model for developing and 

deploying a data mining project [Sheare, 2005]. 

The advantages for having a standard industry model are many. 

They will make the data mining and optimization projects faster, 

cheaper, more reliable and more manageable. Also small scale 

mining investigations benefits from using CRISP-DM [Gregory, 

2000].  

 
        Key 
        1Business Understanding 
        2 Data Understanding 
        3 Data preparation 
        4 Modeling 
        5 Evaluations 
        6 Deployments 
        7 Databases 
      
         
  
 
 
Figure 2: Phases of the CRISP-DM process Model 
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2.8 DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM SOFTWARE FOR 

OPTIMIZATION AND MIGRATION 

The migration of the database management system software is 

rather straightforward compared to the other parts of the 

projects. It falls into five parts: 

1. Analyze features and configuration of the source system. 

Make sure to extract the features that are actually used.  

2. Choose Open Source database management system based 

on the analysis of step 1 and the evaluation in chapter 2 of 

this thesis. 

3. Devise mappings for the source system’s configuration onto 

the target system’s features. 

4. Install the system; configure it based on the mappings of 

step 3. 

5. Validate the working of the database management system by 

using test  databases and tools provided by the vendor 

(Computer Associates,  MySQL AB, and SAP) or 

community. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

3.0 DATABASE OPTIMIZATION AND MIGRATION 

METHODOLOGY 

The concept and design methodology of database optimization 

and migration is presented. The focus is on the practical 

implementation of database optimization and migration using 

Patterns decision techniques. Acceptable promulgated standards 

and processes for optimization and migration are reviewed in this 

chapter, and clearly explaining the steps. The software aspect of 

the designed model is also covered. However, the research 

methods adopted and used here were: 

 the Record Survey and  

 the Group and Personal Interviews 

 

3.1 DESIGN PROCESS SOURCE OF DATA 

Two main sources of data were originated and used in this 

research work, namely: 

(a) Data from Primary Source. 

 These are the information originated by for the purpose of the 

research at hand. The data used here were generated through 

group and personal interviews with some staff of Power Holding 

Company and the Local Government. 

(b) Data from Secondary Sources  

Record survey from the two organizations legacy file systems 

formed my secondary data 

(c) MYSQL Software and wireless Networking Tools 

Secondary source of data were also collected from software and 

some wireless networking tools, more especially the proprietary 
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Cisco tools. Packet tracer software were used to build the 

prototype model, the configuration and transmission test. 

 

3.2 DATABASE OPTIMIZATION AND MIGRATION TOOLS 

UNDERSTANDING 

Database Optimization tools would mean database infrastructure. 

And with database infrastructure, I refer to: 

 Tools for administration, development and design 

 Administrative tasks: backup and recovery, performance 

tuning, security enforcement 

Tools for Administration, Development, and Design 

The workflow is comparable to the Database Management System 

software migration and the client migration.  Tools for 

administration of database optimization would first be, analyzing 

the tools currently in use, their functionality (the part of it that 

gets actually used) and their database connectivity. If possible, 

the how it may be connected to the Open Source database as 

well. Or one has to choose (or develop) new tools based on the 

analysis done earlier. This may be tools from the same application 

provider as before, or other Closed Source or Open Source tools. 

In the case of introducing new tools, the users (database 

administrators, developers and designers) have to be strongly 

involved in evaluating and choosing alternatives. Some time for 

them getting acquainted with the new environments has to be 

accounted for. 

Administrative Tasks: 

Certain administrative tasks, like backup and recovery, 

performance tuning, and security enforcement, surely do have to 
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be taken into account when facing a migration. But the handling 

of these tasks is not very interesting with respect to a generic 

migration workflow. 

Policies have to be gathered and analyzed (e.g. doing full backups 

every night, use of special indexes, regular updates of the 

optimizer’s statistics, give only one workgroup database access, 

and so on). They will not be touched by migration. Only their 

implementation will have to be adapted to the target Open Source 

database system’s way of handling these issues. These 

adaptations will differ for every database management system 

and such will not be covered. 

Migration Tools 

The tasks connected to a migration workflow are diverse and 

complicated. Doing all of them manually requires plenty of time 

and a migration team highly experienced in the source as well as 

the target system. As both factors are not available in most 

situations, migration tools may come handy and should be 

considered to ease the  

migration workload. Some advantages: 

 

 Reduce the migration time by 50% to 90%. 

 Automate repetitive tasks. 

 Re-use scripts from other migrations, 

 Automated validation of pre and post states, and  

 Documentation of all the migration steps. 
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Table3.1 Summary of some Good migration toolkits for Open Source databases 

Name Company Source From To platform Misc 
Apptility 
OSDM 
Toolkit 

Apptility Open Oracle, Sybase,-  
Informix, DB2, 
MS Access, MS- 
SQL 

PostgreSQL, 
MySQL 
 

Windows, 
Linux, Unix, 
Mac OS 

Alpha 
version 

DBMigration akcess Closed Oracle, MS,SQL PostgreSQL, 
MySQL 

Windows  

mssql2pgsql OS project  Open  MS SQL Postgre SQL  Windows  Website 
My SQL 
Migration 
Toolkit 

My SQL 
AB 
 

Open MS Access, 
Oracle 

My SQL  Windows Website7  
 

My SQL 
Migration 
Toolkit 

Intelligent 
Converters 
 

Closed MS Access, MS 
SQL, DBase, 
Oracle 

MySQL Windows  Website8 

openDBcopy Puzzle ITC  Open DBC DBC Java Website9 
Progression 
DB 
 

Versora Open  MS SQL PostgreSQL, Linux, Windows Website 
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From available survey above, only half of the toolkits are Open 

Source software, and only few are running on Linux. Versora’s 

Progression database migrates only from MSSQL server. The 

migration of the tools and clients as well as administrative tasks 

and policies are very specific to single migration scenarios. The 

size and complexity of the source system, the choice of target 

system software, the experience and demands of the 

administrators and users - these are factors that forbid broad 

generalization of these migration workflow phases. Migration 

toolkits therefore prove very useful in supporting the workflow. 

 

3.2.1  METHOD OF DATA COLLECTION 

Methods of collection of data for this kind of design research are 

not easy to accomplish. However, looking at the various 

instances and means available for collecting of data the 

understated methods were used 

 Record Survey and  

 Group and Personal Interviews 

 Open Source Software, Design Software’s and Networking 

Tool 

Reasons for using the above means were as follows: 

 They provide the best base plan for Data Understanding 

 They are the best methods of collecting confidential 

information 

 They are the best methods so far of collecting information 

of large legacy file systems 
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 The methods allows flexibility in data collection and 

enable the researcher cross check facts so provided 

 They reveal some hidden information 

 They draw researcher attention. 

 

3.2.2 INTERVIEW OF SOME STAFF AND  THEIR 

RESPONSES 

Data were collected as specified through group and personnel 

interview of the organization. 

  

Pattern purpose: 

This first meeting provides a general idea of where I should 

focus first and provided a lot of new data to process. 

Pattern application in the project: 

In the first place I had the interview through slide with the end-

users. They commented on how the system looks from their 

point of view and the general usage that they have been doing. 

On the other hand the manager informed me how the system 

should be and how it should fit in the general system. At the 

end of this meeting they provided me the FileMaker database. 

After this meeting I have to say that I was satisfied that I asked 

everything and felt that I had everything under control. In a few 

days though, I quickly realized that I had a lot of new questions 

and a lot of missing data. 

Pattern evaluation: 

 In Addition to be clear this pattern is only a general interview 

of the legacy system, not about the design of the new system. 
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This patters helps to understand the usages of the old system 

and all the information that is relevant. 

 General Interview 

 Mock installation 

 Interviews during a Demo 

 Review the interview 

 Plan Project 

 Developers 

This pattern is useful because it provides us the tools to ask 

good questions. For example, we can ask all that we do not 

understand of the legacy system. In my opinion we should take 

advantage of this pattern because it is faster. 

 

3.3 SELECTING DESIGN MODEL TECHNIQUES: 

ACTIVITY- CENTERED MIGRATION 

The first approach (activity-centered) starts with analysis, then 

proceeds to design: conceptual work, planning the 

mappings/conversions. This is followed by implementation of 

the tasks and ends with testing and evaluation. Each step is 

performed on each of the migration assets: the database 

management system software, the schema, the data itself, the 

client SQL (if applicable) and the database system infrastructure  
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Figure 3.1 

 

Activity-centered migration workflow 

ASSET - CENTERED 

The second approach (asset-centered) starts with migrating the 

database management system software. The current software is 

analyzed, alternative systems evaluated and compared to the 

current system, the selected system implemented (installed and 

configured) and tested. Afterwards the schemas of the source 

system are analyzed, mappings between source and target 

schemas are devised, the mapping is performed and in the end 

the new schema is validated against some test data. The same 

workflow holds for the data itself and the database system 

infrastructure  
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Figure 3.2 

Asset- Centered 

Thus, all the same steps are performed in both approaches, only 

the order is different. Which one to choose depends on the 

separable nature of the tasks. If for example the analysis of the 

data and its structure (schema) are closely interconnected, it 

would come unhandy to the migrating team if they had to 

separate these tasks like in the second approach. 

On the other hand, analyzing some migration asset and 

planning its mappings goes often hand in hand, as analysis is 

sharpened by contrasting the source to the target system. In 

this case, choosing the second approach would be reasonable. 

One does not have to decide for one specific approach. A 

migration effort should cover all the steps mentioned above, 

while the order is not that fixed, as most of the workflow will be 
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iterative anyway as more knowledge is assembled in the 

process. Hence the migration may start with a preview analysis 

of all migration assets to get a complete picture. This may 

provide the basis for choosing and implementing the target 

database management system. Afterwards one proceeds with 

covering one asset after another in depth. 

Nevertheless there are some dependencies within the workflow 

that should not be ignored. 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Dependences 

 

Provides a diagram depicting the interdependencies of the 

workflow phases (If you walk through the diagram from left to 

right and from top to bottom): 

 Only after the basic mappings between the configuration of 

the source and target database management system 

software have been established (e.g. locales) one should 

proceed to devising mappings for the schema. (It is 
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possible to install and configure the database management 

system software at the same time). 

 Only after the target system software has been installed, 

configured and tested and the schema mappings have 

been designed, it is possible to implement the new schema 

in the target system. 

 Only after the schema mappings have been designed, it is 

reasonable to develop conversions for SQL statements, the 

infrastructure tools and tasks and the data itself. If one 

does not know how the target schema will look like, data, 

statements and infrastructure can not be adapted to it.  

 Only after the schema has been implemented inside the 

target database management that 

 Extract, transform and load of all the data into the target 

system and test if thoroughly. Design could be done. 

 

 

Data Driven vs. Application Driven 

The target system schema may be designed following two 

different paradigms: Data driven or application driven [Ung 

1997]. The data and data structure in the source system are the 

basis for schema migration using the data driven approach. The 

new schema has to comprise all logical objects of the target 

schema. Therefore one has to apply schema transformation or 

schema mapping.  Application driven schema design is 

performed on the basis of the applications the database system 

is serving as a backend. The new schema has to contain all data 
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objects necessary from the point of view of the applications. 

Which approach to use depends on estimating how much of the 

source database system’s structure will be necessary in the 

future. If the database migration is only part of a larger move 

towards a new IT structure including new applications, these 

should be the driving force. The migration might thus be used to 

discard or replace several of the older data structures. On the 

other hand, if the migration effort is centering mainly on the 

database system while the data and its semantics remain 

constant, the data driven approach might come handier. This 

pertains also to Open Source database migration, which is why I 

will only detail the data driven approach in this thesis. 
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3.4 ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF DATABASE 

OPTIMIZATION 

The following procedure chart depicts the organizational 

structure of database optimization. 

 

PROCEDURE CHART 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATA UNDERSTANDING  

Data structure, instances 

DATA COLLATION 
 Data mining  

DATA PREPARATION  
Data set description  

DATA FORMATTING 
Selecting Cleansing and formatting data  

DATA MIGRATION 
Packet tracer model, network backbone  

 

DATA EXTRACTION AND CASTING 
My SQL Open source  

 

REPORTS 
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3.4.1 DATA UNDERSTANDING 

DATA STRUCTURES AND INSTANCES 

DATA UNDERSTANDING 

Understanding data begins with the initial data collection. other 

task that enable understanding the data are: identifying data 

quality problems, discovering the sights into the data and 

detecting interesting subsets to form hypothesis for hidden 

information. 

 

DATA STRUCTURE 

Data for data mining often come from data warehouse, 

relational data base, object structured, web and multi media 

[WEISS, 1997]. If data comes from a well-structured data 

database or data warehouse, it significantly reduces the amount 

of effort put in the data pre- processing  

 
 INPUT        OUTPUT 
     
                        Data mining model 
 Data        Knowledge 
 Concepts       Decision table 

Instances       Decision trees 
 Attributes       Classification rules 

Figure 3:2: data for data mining 

 

Illustrated in figure 3.2, the input to Data mining models is 

data. It is important, the data is critically analyzed, the 

structure defined and the parameters well set. 
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The data used in a data mining process is called dataset. A 

dataset is complete set of data divided into instances (records). 

It is represented by a table, or in a tabular form of rows and 

columns. This is also called flat file format.  

 

The tables are stored in database. Both ordinary tables and 

nested tables can be used as input data for data mining, but 

ordinary table is used in this thesis. 

 

 

Table 2: Instances 

Table-Employee 

 

Table-Customer Table-Receipt 
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OPEN SOURCE CONVERSION STRUCTURE 

 

 

Fig: 3.3 

 

In seeking for data for this project, several data source points 

are surveyed. Typical of them are the free open source data 

archives in the internet. The University of 

California’s UCI Repository (and the statistics library (Statlib) 

(http://lib.stat.cmu.edu/datasets/),(http://www.ics.uci.edu/~ml

ean/MLrepository.html) 
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Dataset Description 

The dataset finally adopted for this project is called incident 

dataset. The incident dataset has categorical attributes, with 

small numbers of values. 6 attributes in the dataset were 

selected, namely: 

 

 ID: Incident number (Key Attribute) 

 Type: type of the incident 

 Impact: item that was impacted 

 The class (or target) attribute is Location 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 Operating system  

 The DM (Developed) application  

 DB services (SQL) 

Fig: 3.4 Two Tier client / server Architecture 
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Two Tier client/server Architecture is chosen because: 

 It improves multi-user updating through a graphic unit 

interface (GU) front end to a shared database. 

 The two tier client/server architecture is a good solution for 

distributed computing when many people are interacting on 

a LAN simultaneously. 

 Standard Query Language (SOL) statements are typically 

used to communicate between the client and server. 

 The client/server software architecture is a versatile, 

massage-based and modular infrastructure that improves 

usability, flexibility, interoperability, and scalability. 

The task is therefore getting data mining project to deliver 

meaningful results, dwelling on the right methodology, right 

architecture, and right technology. It is however invariably 

difficult to get all right (Jiaweil, 2001). This research project only 

made a justifiable attempt. 
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Fig: 3.5 Data mining process 

 

3.5 ISSUES AND CHALLENGES OF WIRELESS 

COMMUNICATION:  

ON DATABASE OPTIMIZATION; 

Which database optimization technique or approach to use 

depends on estimating how much of the source database 

system’s structure will be necessary in the future to facilitate 

the conversion to open source using mysql or postgre software . 

If the database migration is only part of a larger move towards 

a new IT structure including new applications, these should be 

the driving force. The optimized database and migration might 

thus be used to discard or replace several of the older data 

structures. On the other hand, if the migration effort is 

centering mainly on the database system while the data and its 

semantics remain constant, the data driven approach might 
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Pattern discovery 
using algorithms     
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come handier. This pertains also to Open Source database 

migration. 

Research have shown that there are no known perfect 

optimization method so far The challenge has been how to 

develop a software or a technique like the Patterns, sot or 

statistical approach or even re-engineering to ascertain 

data(base) optimization. The data that can be easily accessed 

as open sourced document remain an indispensable target. 

 

ON MIGRATION TO OPEN SOURCE 

Numerous issues and challenges of wireless communication 

exits that this model description cannot be exhaustive. The 

issues related to this model will be examined from the three 

major layers of network design principle and transmission media 

adopted: 

 

Associated with Core layer: 

The one major issue associated with this model at this layer is 

the choice of the robust best intranet and extranet network 

topology to adopt to make the core layer communicable with 

each other system and the necessary equipments; the port 

reactors, servers, switches, radios and other equipment within 

Network Operation Centre block. The best fit option intranet for 

this design is the cabling network transmission and the use of 

the fiber transmission. 

Another challenge very relevant is the indefatigable routing of 

the internet protocol (IP) and the configuration of the internet 
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protocol of the intranet that can be expanded to extranet 

without which there will be no communication with the 

distribution and the access layers. 

 

Issues and challenges associated with Distribution Layer 

How to mount a good site using the fiber optics cable or 

wireless communication link from the core layer to distribution 

point, and making sure that there is complete digital data 

migration to the distribution sites remain a very big issue to 

accomplish. Again using the fiber optics technology is very 

expensive to employ. However, if accomplished data transfer in 

this model is under safe control Eavesdropping and hacking of 

data packets remain highly difficult to attain. 

 

ACCESS LAYER CHALLENGES 

An important issue here at this level is that a switch in the 

access layer defines which port to use as the root port. The 

options are by analyzing the BPDUs coming from the distribution 

switch layer. BPDU tries to find the lowest path cost to the root 

switches. The next parameter used for determination of the 

lowest path cost is the port priorities for ports connection to the 

distribution switch 

 

4.1 THE OPEN SOURCE MENU DESIGN 

The menu design is divided into two: 

1 The database menu design and 

2 The Program design 
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The Database menu design: 

Microsoft Access 7 menu system is design on the modularized 

top-down technique. The graphic user interface (GUI) displays 

four main functions of the application- Home, Create, external 

data, and database tool. The operation is driven by a menu 

system illustrated in figure 3.9 below. 
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MS ACCESS DATABASE MENU DESIGN FLOW 
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Figure 4.0 
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Fig 4.0 
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The main modules accessed by using the menu selection are: 

 

HOME: For entering View, clipboard, font, rich text, record, sort 

and filter, window and find 

CREATE: For creating tables, forms, design form, and main form 

reports and others, and also for query wizard, query 

design and macro. 

EXTERNAL DATA: Is used for importing and exporting data, 

collecting data and font list 

DATABASE TOOL: Houses tool operation for Macro-vb, show and 

hide relationship, analyze tool, more data, and database 

tool and administer function. EXIT IS USED TO CLOSE 

THE DATABASE 

 

Database files design and Specification 

The system will use one database file name which will store all 

transaction and entry information as entered into the optimized 

database from where the file will be retrieved and report made. 

The file name is Legacy database Optimization system. The Design 

of the database and Specification is as follows: 
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File Name: Database Optimization  

 

Table 4.0: File specification code:           

  

FILE NAME DESCRIPTION DATA 

TYPE 

WORDLENGHT 

Trans date 

Appli. Type 

Services 

Trans-Head 

Staff Name 

Cust-name 

Transaction date 

Payment 

Human services 

Transaction Head 

Name staff 

Customer name 

String 

Integer 

String 

Integer 

String 

String 

DD/MM/YY 

Auto spec 

Auto spec 

System auto 

Auto 

Auto spec 

 

 

The database will be held in the Server. The application server 

holds for payment. E-mail server holds for human services.  

Each service holds data pertaining to it in line with the structure. 

 4.1.1 FILE REPORTS AND RESULTS SUMMARY 

The file report summary in the optimized database will be 

presented. The following item of data are specified for the report 
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Report customer by Name  

Record Table structure  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Report customer by name: The codes 

Select tbl_Cystiner.Cust_Id, tbl_customer.Cust_Name, etbl_Customer.Cust_DOB, 

tbl_Customer.Cust_Address,tbl_Customer.Cust_phone,tbl_customer.Date, 

tbl_customer.Serviceldj ON tbl_Employee.Employee.Emp.Name 

from tbl_Employee INNER JOIN tbl_Customer ON tbl –Employee._Id=Customer.Emp_id;  
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The result   

Cust Id cust Name   Cust DOB     Cust Address Cust Phone  Date Service. Decp. Emp_Name   

01 Chineyere Ajoku 20/01/2001     23 Logo St. 08065786543 2012 sanitation Fee Joyce Ogu 

02 Sophy Nlem  30/02/1989  Ana St. 08065487654 2/02/02  Op. Permit  Dan Iwe 

03 Anita Mba  6/04/2009     Stadium St.  08055554328 2/02/02 Dispensary Doris Ogu  

04 Justine Igwe  27/01/1882  Ajoku St. 07085436543 2/02/12 Advertiser  Eyo Ita 

05 Ada Obi   15/08/01   Ikeja St. 08078655548 4/02/202 Composing  Chy Ike 

06 Aja Ibe  12/07/1997  Ste St. 07065476544 3/02/202 Market toll  Ada Ibe 

07 Blessin Ike 06/05/1999  Oyo St. 08065432179 5/02/202 Park Force  Udo Ude 

08 Ada Obi   16/08/9887  Isa St.  08063254323 1/02/202 Toll Service  Iyo Ike  

09 Ugo Nwa  18/06/1998  Ibom St. 09080756466 23/02/2012 Adverting Ube Udo 

10 Dan Isae 21/2/1995  Neat st.  08065432678 14/02/2012 Ratting   Ada Ket 

   

 

Report customer by Employee 

Record file structure  
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The code 

SELECT TBLE_Employee.Emp_Name, tbl_Customer.Cust_Id 

Tbl_Customer.Cust_name,tb;_Customer.Cust_BOB,tbl_Customer.Cust_Addre

ss, 

Tbl_Customer.Cust_Phone,tb;_Customer,Date.tbl_Customer.Serviceld 

FROM tbl_Employee INNER JOIN tbl_Customer ON tbl_Employee.Emp_id 

Tbl_Customer.Emp_id 

Result report of customer by employee  
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Report customer by date 

Table structure   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The codes 

SELECT tbl_Customer.Cust_id,tbl_Customer.Cust_name,tbl_Customer 

Cust_BOD, 

Tble Customer.Cust_Address, tble_Customer.Cust_Phone, 

tbl_Customer.Date,, tbl_Customer,Serviceld tble_Employee.Emp_Name. 

FROM tbl_Employee INNER JOIN tbl_Customer ON tbl_Employee.Emp_id 

=tbl_Cusomer.Emp_id  

WHERE (((tbl_Customer.Date)=[enter date])); 
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RESULT OF CUSTOMER BY DATE 
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Customer table structure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Codes 

SELECT tbl_Customer.Cust_id,tbl_customer.Cust_Name,tbl_Customer_Cust_BOD 

tbl_Customer.Cust_Address,tbl_Customer.Cust_Phone,tbl_Custmoer.Date,tble_ 

Customer, 

Serviceld_tbl_Customer.Date,tbl_Customer.Service_tbl_Customer.Emp_id 

FROM tbl_Customer. 
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Main form code 
Private sub form_load () 
With list 1 
Additem “Main Form” 
End with  
End Sub 
 
Private sub list 1_ click () 
Dim frm as form  
Dim selform as string  
With list 1  
selfForm as string  
with list 1 
selfForm= .list (.ListIndex) 
End with  
Set frm = Forms.Add(selfForm) 
Frm.show 
Set frm = Nothing  
End sub 
 

The Main Form Output format 

Table 4.1 

 
Emp-Name      cust-id  cust-Name     cust-DOB  cust-Address       ust phone         Date   service decp 

   

Blessing Mere     1       Chief Emma   2/5/58    Umuodu Owerri  07023140212  10/2/2012 Env.Sanit. 

 

Chinyere Kerre   2      messrs Agba  12/9/50     Mbieri mbaitoli     08076543242   10/2/2012   Op.Permit 

 

Love madu       3        Uche Amadi    5/2/72      Umuamadi Nguru 08054288360   10/2/2012   Delivery Fee 

   

Margret Ibe       4       Uzoma Ige      2/2/76     uzor Str Owerri  08067543290   10/2/2012   Advert fee  
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4.1.2 INPUT DESIGN: 

The data to be entered into the system is data entries as 

recorded in the files. 

Legacy database is used to hold record according to record 

and data type. However, validation is carried to ensure 

successful system operation. Validation involves detecting 

some error made during data entry especially in the 

specification such as: 

 Entering non numeric data where numeric data should 

be entered 

 Numeric values should be entered as positive values 

without the need for a sign 

 Missing data needs to be detected when an input 

requires a name, address, or other data, then the 

design should provide a test to ensure that it is entered 

during the input operation 

THE INPUT SCREEN DESIGN FORMAT IS THUS:  

For Employee Table 4.2 

Emp _ Id 

 

Emp _ Name 

 

Date _ hired 

 

Address 

Telephone 
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Input For Customer Design Format 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Figure 4.2 

4.2 SOFTWARE DESIGN AND SPECIFICATION 

PLATFORM 

Program design can be written directly from the specification. 

The design programs such as database optimization and 

migration processing can work effectively when such tool as 

structure charts, flow charts and pseudo codes are used. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cust_ Id Cust_Name Cust_Dob Cust_Address 

Cust-phone      Date Service-Id 
    Emp-id 
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ACCESS LEGACY SYSTEM MENU FLOW CHART 

 

    Start 

 

Display Main Menu 

 

     Form  Query     Report        Help      Exit 

 

 Customer        Query   Cust-By Emp  Help     Exit 

 

Add Staff        Staff by Na     Cust. By Date 

 

          Client              Cust by Date           Cust By Name 

  

                Cust by Emp. Cust. By Staff   

Figure 4.2 
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ACCESS PROGRAM FLOW CHART 
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Flow chart 4.0 
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                           SUB PROGRAM CALL 
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OPEN SOURCE PROGRAM DESIGN (MYSQL) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 4.3 Migration Flowchart 
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4.3 MIGRATION PROCESS: STEPWISE DESCRIPTION: 

Define MySQL Table Name: In our case we have one table in the 

first migration step, which is not essential to be the same name 

with the FileMaker database. In this first step we should be aware if 

the File maker database includes spaces or special characters, 

which are not compatible with MySQL table name.  But it is good 

practice to have the same table name when we transfer the 

information in a csv file. 

Define MySQL Column Name from FileMaker Fields: We need 

to rename the fields that have spaces and special characters 

because they cannot be used as MySQL column name. We also 

have to take care if the column name is too long because FileMaker 

allows that and after migration we can find problems. 

Determine Maximum Field sizes: Firstly we have to determine 

the maximum amount of data stored inside each FileMaker field in 

all the records from the database, after we can determine the 

MySQL column sizes. The problem is there are not any options in 

FileMaker to find this information for this reason we should do a 

manual statistic. 

 This part is important because if we chose a small size when we 

migrate the program we will truncate the information. 

Create MySQL Table: When the previous steps are complete the 

MySQL table can be created. We also have to make the decision 

about the column types. For example in Filemaker7 the container 

field can store around 2 GB of information, but now the text field 

contains much less information. 
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If the text field contains fewer than 255 characters we can use 

Varchar columns type. 

Otherwise if the text field contains between 255 and 64000 

characters we can use Text columns fields, the same case if File 

maker has Long Text fields. 

There is also another problem with the Date field. In the migration 

process to MySQL we should change Date field to Varchar if we do 

not do that the date will not arrive to the new system. 

 

Transfer Data via csv file from FileMaker to MySQL: 

1. - If we use phpMyAdmin it will be easiest. 

2. - Export the FileMaker database with the option << .csv >> file. 

Inside FileMaker follow these steps: 

 Exports separating the fields by ‘,’ (comma). 

From phpMyAdmin we have to follow these steps: 

 The table and the database have to be created 

 The table must have the same fields as FileMaker, otherwise it 

will not Work. 

 Beware with the Date and Time format fields. If we do not 

change to Varchar usually it will not be working. 

  Change the exported file format from Unicode UTF-16 to UTF-

8. 

  Go to phpMyAdmin import option in our database. 

  Select file format. CVS with the option to Load Data 

Follow these guidelines: 

1. Replace table data with file 

2. Fields finished with “,” (comma) 
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3. Fields enclosed by ““” 

4. Escape character “\” 

5. Lines ending in “\r” -this is very important because  it is the 

way that 

6. FileMaker exports when we change the line. 

7. We will have our tables in MYSQL database in a few 

milliseconds 

 

4.4 THE SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

The goal of any design activity is to build something- a product. 

This is done at this stage of designing a platform using patterns 

that will be able to optimize legacy database, convert it to open 

source and migrate the data distributively in homogeneous form to 

distributive points where it is accessed through work station users. 

 

4.4.1  THE DESCRIPTION 

The software packages used are the MS access and MYSQL that 

uses the generic patterns. Its target function is to build a pattern 

model that describe data relationships, convert it to open source 

datasets that is readily migratible. However, the use of the new 

legacy system database conversion program that would optimize 

legacy system database is vital. Some other processes of 

implementation are:- 

Installation:  

The first step in system implementation is the system 

installation. The designed program is installed into the new 
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system that is the Ms Access and Mysql soft wares. The two 

programs run in windows Xp environment. 

Training:  

The model Pattern developed will be thought the staff of any 

organization that will want to deploy the model. The training 

will include the use of the software, and the operational 

command that are available for use. The company staff shall 

be trained to acquaint them with the new system operation. 

The whole set of terminology specifically associated with 

object oriented programming, as well as the methods use to 

describe the procedure used in conjunction with the objects 

will be exposed 

Conversion:  

Existing files and data need to be changed to the new format 

used by the new system. How the new program manages files 

would be thought to the staff. System conversion of 

procedure, forms and documents to the new system mode is 

highlighted and staff trained on it. 

 

4.4.2 MIGRATION PROCESS: STEP 1  

Doc 1    Operational Table 

Attributes    Operational table 

-1Surname: varchar(50)     -41 move table _One 99 Varchar(50) 

-2 other Names: Varchar(50)    -42 Move table_ Two 00 Varchar(50) 

-3 Office address: Varchar(50)   -43 Move table_ three 01varchar(50) 

-4 Postal address: Varchar(50)   -44 Move table_ Four 02 Varchar(50) 

-5 Office address: varchar(50)   -45 Move table_ five 03 Varchar(50) 
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-6 state: Varchar (50)     -46 Move table_ six 04 Varchar(50) 

-7 Lga: Varchar(50)     -47 move table_ seven 05 Varchar(50) 

-8 Community: Varchar(50)       -48 Move item _ eight 06 Varchar(50) 

-9 Mobile Telephone: Varchar(50) -49 Move item _ nine  07 Varchar(50)  

-10 Home Phone: Varchar(50)      -50 Move item _ Ten 08 varchar(50) 

Following the migration process above we will create Ten columns 

(fields) in MySQL with the same names that have in FileMaker. Its 

not necessary that they have the same name, it will only be 

mandatory in the Export process. 

After this task, the following table will show the FileMaker data 

types and the correct column type in MySQL: 

Column type in MySQL: 

FileMaker Field Type I MySQL Type 

Number  Int / Double 

Text Text or LongText 

Text  Varchar(255) 

Date/Time  Varchar(20) 

Container LongBlob 

 

Table 4.3 Data types migration 

After introduce the Name and the Type we will chose the 

codification UTF-8. 

Export Information Process 

The first task in the export process is to launch FileMaker10 pro, 

open the legacy.fp7 database file. 
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We have to write the name of the file and after select the extract 

file type that we want.  In our case the best is .csv (comma 

separated values) because it is easy to import in MySQL later on. 

Common Separated Values files are a type of single open document 

to represent data in a table, in which the columns are separated by 

commas or semicolon where the comma is the decimal. The fields 

that will contain a comma, new line or double quote must be 

enclosed in double quotes. After this process we accept and that 

will bring up the Define Fields dialog. All the fields inside the 

FileMaker database will be listed in this dialog. We will use this 

information to do a list of MySQL column names. 

 
                    
FIELD DIALOG 
File Maker presentation  Export field column Names 
Address      surname 
Home address     other names 
Customer      Address 
Form doc 1     postal address 
Services      office address 
Payment type     state 
Date       Lga 
Amount paid     community 
Customer id     mobile phone No 
 
Figure 4.3 
 

In the left side of Figure 3.9 we can see all the fields of the 

FileMaker database and in the right side all the fields that we want 

to export, in this point the order is important because we will 

export in a csv file. We will follow the order that we have in the 

table 3. 

Codification UTF-16 

Move Appropriately 

Move 
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At the bottom of the Figure 3.9 in “options” we can see that the 

codification method is “Unicode (UTF - 16)” we should select this 

because if we select for example “Unicode (UTF - 8)” we will lose a 

lot of characters like “ ` ” or “ ç ” or “ ñ ”. After we complete all 

this work we will have an. CSV file  

Import Information 

Before importing the information we have to solve a problem, when 

we did the export process we exported the information using UTF-

16 because if we exported using UTF-8 we would lose some 

characters. Now we will have a problem because MySQL only 

accept UTF-8.  

To solve this problem we can use for example this free web: 

http://www.fileformat.info/convert/text/utf2utf.htm  - which 

converts our file to UTF-8 without losing any information. Also we 

can use an Apple program like TextEdit, which is faster and more 

secure. It is more secure because in the other case we have to 

upload our file to the internet and these files contain private 

information from our company, which might cause problems in the 

future. 

Then using TextEdit we only have to save the file with the option 

UTF-8 and then the problem is solved and we have our field ready 

to import to MySQL. 

Now we can start with the import process. The first task is open 

php MyAdmin in our server and the import option. 

In the Location of the text file select our modified file “.csv” and in 

the Character set of the file select UTF8. After doing that, inside 
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the table “Format of ten imported file” select CSV with the option to 

Load Data. And the last step is:  

 Replace table data with file 

 Fields terminated by “,” (comma) 

 Fields enclosed by “ “ ” 

 Fields escaped by “ \ ” 

 Lines terminated by “ \r ” 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4  MySQL admin import option 
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Then in a few milliseconds we will have our information migrated to 

MySQL in the same order that was in the csv file. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5 Class diagram and the Entity-relationship model 
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4.5 CHANGE OVER PROCEDURE 

The following are the various steps organizations would employ 

Using Patterns generic approach to achieve migration from 

database file to MySQL open source and migrated by internet base 

backbone 

a) Install files maker software into the system workstation 

b) Make sure Mysql program is installed in your  system and it is 

running 

C)  Transfer Data via csv file from FileMaker to MySQL 

1. If we use php My Admin it will be easiest. 

2. Export the FileMaker database with the option << .csv >> 

file. 

Inside FileMaker follow these steps: 

- Exports separating the fields by ‘,’ (comma). 

From phpMyAdmin we have to follow these steps: 

- The table and the database have to be created 

- The table must have the same fields as FileMaker, otherwise it 

will not Work. 

- Beware with the Date and Time format fields. If we do not change 

to Varchar usually it will not be working. 

3. - Change the exported file format from Unicode UTF-16 to UTF-

8. 

4.-Go to phpMyAdmin import option in our database. 

5. - Select file format. CVS with the option to Load Data 

6. - Follow these guidelines: 

    - Replace table data with file 

    - Fields finished with “,” (comma) 
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    - Fields enclosed by ““” 

    - Escape character “\” 

    - Lines ending in “\r” 

    - this is very important because it is the way that 

    - FileMaker exports when we change the line. 

7  We will have our tables in MYSQL database in a few milliseconds. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

5.0 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

Using general patterns allows for example multiple people to 

understand and solve the same problem, keep an order, following 

the same style, etc.  FileMaker is versatile and easy to use but 

when any company began to need functionality, scalability and 

replication it is better to change the platform. MySQL is an 

excellent alternative due to its adaptability and scalability. By using 

the migration process that we described in this project and using 

the adequate “patterns” the new database developers can use the 

best database for their growth needs. 

The aim of this thesis was to solve the specific platform migration 

problem using general “patterns”. During the project development 

the following goals had been reached: 

The first goal was to assess the applicability and usefulness of the 

patterns to solve the specific problem of the platform migration. 

Once a company is determined and adapted the best patterns for 

their project and can apply these patterns as a guide the company 

will succeed. The accomplishment of transforming a static file of 

ten records using pattern generic approach in this research, shows 

that legacy file system records can be optimized.   Then we can see 

that these patterns worked because all the project information 

followed a guideline and the information was correctly migrated. 

Thus this goal was achieved. 
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5.1 RECOMMENDATION 

There is a lot of work after all of this. The first task would be to find 

more examples of general patterns that can be used in migration 

projects. For example some of the patterns that i used are general 

patterns that can be applied to all types of projects, but I modified 

them for the purpose of this project.  I recommend that a software 

program be specifically written from code to running software for 

database optimization using pattern generic and internet backbone 

for migration to open source The Open Source database migration 

workflow provides a process model for upcoming migration projects 

in real life scenarios 
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Appendix 2 

Entity Relationship 
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Appendix 3 

The pseudo code: 

Mysql_connect () 

Mysql_select_database () 

var members = Select all members from table socis 

while (members =! NULL) 

{ 

foreach(member) 

{ 

insert inside table socis2 this values (‘ ’, member->n_soci, 

member->nif, member->nom, member->cognom, member- 

>adreca, member->codi_postal, member->poblacio, 

member->provincia, member->pais, member->tel1, member- 

>tel2, member->tel3, member->fax, member->email, 

member->adreca2, member->professio, member- 

>estat_laboral, member->foto_any, member->autonoma, 

member->data_alta, member->data_baixa, member- 

>motiu_baixa, member->m_pagament, member->banc, 

member->entitat, member->oficina, member->control, 

member->n_compte, member->observacions, member- 

>categoria)  

var id_soci = mysql_insert_id()// id that we will work to do 

the connections with the other classes 

insert inside table aspirants this values (“ ”, var id_soci, 

members->n_curs, members->convalidables) 29 

insert inside table educador this values (“ ”, var id_soci, 
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member->p_educador, member->n_curs, member-> 

d_educador, member->convalidables 

insert inside table assambleas (“ ”, var id_soci, member-> 

assamblea) 

insert inside table curos_fcontinuada (“ “, var id_soci, 

member->f_continuada) 

insert inside table cursos_formacio (“ ”, var id_soci, 

member-> n_curs, member->data_curs, member->codi_curs, 

member-> localitat_curs, member->n_participants, member- 

> formadora) 

//var i will take this 

values=[99,00,01,02,03,04,05,06,07,08,09,10] that is from 

the year 1999 to 2010 

from i=99 to i=10 do 

{ 

if(strlen(member->quota_pagada[i])>0) // if 

strlen return 0 it means that is empty, then we 

do not have to introduce anything. 

{ 

insert inside table quotes (“ ”, vair id_soci, 

member-> quota_pagada[i] , member- 

>data__quota[i], member->import_quota[i]) 

} 

} 

} 

} 
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Appendix 4 

SQL QUERIES GENERATOR 

 

SELECT  

{ 

tbl_Employee.* 

FROM tbl_Employee; 

} 

SELECT 

{ 

Tbl_Customer 

{Cust_id, Name, 

Cust_DOB, Cust_Address, 

Cust_Phone, Date; 

tbl_ServiceDecp.[Service Decp],  

tbl_Employee.Emp_Name 

FROM tbl_ServiceDecp INNER JOIN (tbl_Employee INNER JOIN 

tbl_Customer ON tbl_Employee.Emp_Id=tbl_Customer.Emp_id) ON 

tbl_ServiceDecp.Service_ID=tbl_Customer.ServiceId; 

} 

 

SELECT  

{ 

tbl_Customer.Cust_Id, tbl_Customer.Cust_Name,  

tbl_Customer.Cust_DOB, tbl_Customer.Cust_Address, 

tbl_Customer.Cust_Phone, tbl_Customer.Date,  

tbl_ServiceDecp.[Service Decp], tbl_Employee.Emp_Name; 
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FROM tbl_ServiceDecp INNER JOIN (tbl_Employee INNER JOIN 

tbl_Customer ON tbl_Employee.Emp_Id = tbl_Customer.Emp_id) 

ON tbl_ServiceDecp.Service_ID = tbl_Customer.ServiceId 

WHERE (((tbl_Employee.Emp_Name)=[Enter Emp Name])); 

} 

 

SELECT  

{ 

tbl_Customer.Cust_Id, tbl_Customer.Cust_Name,  

tbl_Customer.Cust_DOB, tbl_Customer.Cust_Address, 

tbl_Customer.Cust_Phone, tbl_Customer.Date,  

tbl_ServiceDecp.[Service Decp], tbl_Employee.Emp_Name 

FROM tbl_ServiceDecp INNER JOIN (tbl_Employee INNER JOIN 

tbl_Customer ON tbl_Employee.Emp_Id = tbl_Customer.Emp_id) 

ON tbl_ServiceDecp.Service_ID = tbl_Customer.ServiceId 

WHERE (((tbl_Customer.Cust_Name)=[Enter Customer Name])); 

} 

 

SELECT 

{  

tbl_Customer.Cust_Id, tbl_Customer.Cust_Name,  

tbl_Customer.Cust_DOB, tbl_Customer.Cust_Address, 

tbl_Customer.Cust_Phone, tbl_Customer.Date,  

tbl_ServiceDecp.[Service Decp], tbl_Employee.Emp_Name 
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FROM tbl_ServiceDecp INNER JOIN (tbl_Employee INNER JOIN 

tbl_Customer ON tbl_Employee.Emp_Id = tbl_Customer.Emp_id) 

ON tbl_ServiceDecp.Service_ID = tbl_Customer.ServiceId 

WHERE (((tbl_Customer.Cust_Id)=[Enter Customer Id])); 

} 

CREATE TABLE EMPOYEE 

 

TO ILLUSTRATE THE TABLE CREATION PROCESS 

 

CREATE TABLE TBL-EMPLOYEE ( 

  Emp-id Varchar (5)  Not null, 

  Fname  Varchar (15)  Not null, 

  Lname Varchar (15)  Not null, 

  Address Varchar  (15)   

  Tel-no  Varchar (13)    

  Position Varchar (10)  Not Null 

  Sex  Char 

  Dob  Date Time 

  Rank  Varchar (15)  Not Null 

Primary key (Emp-id) 

Foreign key (              ) References Employee On 

 Delete  Set  Null On 

Update cascade; 

 

CREATE TABLE TBL – CUSTOMER  ( 

  Cust – id varchar (5) 

  Fname 
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  Lname 

  Address 

Tel – no 

Sex 

Date 

Emp – id 

Nat – id 

Primary key (cust – id) 

Foreign key emp –id)  References Customer  On 

 Delete  Set Null On  

Update cascade; 

  

CREATE TABLE – SERVICEDECP  ( 

  Service – id  Integer Not Null 

  Service - Decp Varchar Not Null 

  Price   Currency Not Null 

Primary key (Service – id) 

Foreign key (Serv – id) References Service On 

  Delete  Set  Null On 

Update  cascade; 
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